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The fascinating and ever developing city of Dubai is always focused around a water feature.  The
many new communities of Dubai either boast a Marina, lake, or sea view.  Despite being a
predominantly desert landscape in the past, even Dubaiâ€™s more mature areas are focused around
the Dubai Creek (a natural salt water inlet split between Deira and Bur Dubai).  In this case, a dhow
cruise in Dubai seems like a natural choice and way to explore the best of the city.  Dhows are
wooden vessels shaped with Arabian traditions and filled with modern conveniences and facilities. 

The Dubai Creek and its surrounding area have seen much history throughout the past few decades
and the dhows in Dubai have been there to witness every one of these moments.  Tourists love to
travel on these dhow cruise ships in Dubai, as they not only provide a journey full of interesting
landscapes for photographic memories but also serve up a fine treat for dinner along with some
form of entertainment. 

There are many dhow dinner cruise and Dubai sightseeing cruise options to select from.  Most
companies offer these cruises on a daily basis.  There are some companies such as Rikks Cruises
who own and market their own dhows as well as supplying their dhow cruise Dubai service to many
of the Dubai hotels and local travel agents.  Most of the Dhow cruises in Dubai are located along the
Dubai Creek on the Bur Dubai side however Rikks Cruises have their dhows in different locations
and offer a variety of options.  Their large dhow is located in Deira, behind the Dubai Chamber of
Commerce, another at Bur Dubai Creek and dhows which are also situated in the new part of Dubai
(which is mainly occupied by Yachts). 

Each Dubai Dhow cruise operator has their own choice of caterer (this could be a hotel or a
restaurant) and different entertainment options, but cruise routes are very similar, unless of course
taken in a different location.  Choosing the right Dubai dhow cruise for you could mean the best
dinner option with the most varied buffet for vegetarian and non vegetarian if you enjoy quality food. 
You may be more concerned with the entertainment and opt for a cruise with light music or a
childrenâ€™s magician or you simply may just want enjoy the two hour cruise and soak in all the sights
the cruise passes.  Many options are also available online for you identify the best dhow cruise in
Dubai which suits all your needs.
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Sharma12 - About Author:
Daniel provides information about a Dhow Cruise Dubai and in this article he has specifically
mentioned a Desert Safari Dubai,for more info please visit www.rikks.net
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